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This special section offers a sample of the recent research results in the area of color and image processing, spreading from theoretical research to practical algorithms and their hardware implementation, from image acquisition to signal processing and transmission.

The first paper, “Analysis of tristimulus interdifference and contextual color correction,” by Rizzi, Gadia, and Marini, discusses the possibility of extrapolation of the spatial compensation performed by a human observer when judging color into the area of digital image processing. The authors prove that the interdifference between tristimulus colors obtained using different proposed color matching functions indeed decreases when the spatial information and contextual color correction are used. One of the applications of this research is in the synthetic image generation of scenes under different illuminants for rendering on displays.

The optimization of colors for display rendering is presented in the second paper, “Preferred skin color reproduction on the display,” by Park et al. The paper describes a methodology to find the regions of optimal memory colors and proposes a local adjustment technique for optimizing the image color quality, following the idea that the correct reproduction of the memory color is the most important criterion for maintaining the naturalness of the image. The parameters of the proposed technique are derived from psychophysical experiments using real images and tailored to color reproduction on displays. The technique is applied for optimizing the skin color reproduction on displays, one of the most critical elements in judging the color quality of a TV set.

The third paper, “Colorimetric characterization of scanner by measures of perceptual color error,” by Shen, Mou, and Xin, proposes two scanner characterization methods based on color error minimization between the scanned color and a color target. The method proves to be more accurate than the conventional CIEXYZ-space-based characterization methods.

The last paper, “Transmission of images over general packet radio services using advanced wavelet image codecs and digital signal processor chips,” by Gleich, Planinič, and Mohorko, is an application of image processing into a codec design for optimization of coding and signal transmission. The codec architecture allows image capture from the camera, wavelet-based image coding, and image transmission through a wireless network. The paper presents practical design constraints, such as the trade-off between complexity and efficiency of a wavelet-based image coder, and issues concerning wavelet transform and entropy coding. The compatibility with JPEG2000 shows that on this particular implementation, the proposed coding method is significantly faster.

These papers prove once again the advances of color and image processing in recent years. They add to the dynamic advances in electronic imaging, and publishing these results in this journal contributes to the recording and distribution of technical information in the technical community. They also constitute an invitation to submit more papers in the field of color and image processing to the Journal of Electronic Imaging.
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